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We try to construct covering sets. For that purpose, we first set a correspondence
between a graph and a covering set, and introduce two concepts: i.e. the `skeleton cover-
ing'and the P-process'. In the end, we give several examples of covering sets.
1. In this paper we propose a method to construct covering sets, and give some
examples.
We take a finite set of ordered pairs of integers{(a-, m-) ; i-1,2,...,k}如here all
mi>l.
Definition 1. We call {(a^mp} is an exactly covering set if each n satisfies
exactly oneof the relations n= (mod mj).
Definition 2. We call {(a^,m^)} is a covering set if m-′s are all distinct and each
integer n satisfies at least one of the relations n-a^ (mod m^). We call m-'s moduli
′
and a-'s residues of the covering set.
With respect to covering sets, there are well known two problems posed by P.
Erdbs (cf. [11).
Question 1. Does there exist a covering set whose smallest modulus - m, for
eachm ∈N?
Question 2. Does there exist a covering set whose moduli are all odd?
Question 1 was answered by R. F. Churchhouse [21 for m, ≦ 10, by C. Krukenberg
[3] for m,≦18, and by S. L. G. Choi [4] for m1-20.
Question 2 asks if there exists a covering set whose moduli are products of odd







* where b- s are 0 or natural numbers (but not all 0)?
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Definition 3. A covering set of that type is said to be generated by <tp t2,
ォ*>・
In the following, we first construct a so called natural exactly covering set by a
method due to S. Znam (cf. [5]). And modifying this set, we obtain a covering set.
But this method is too naive to construct a complicated covering set. Thus we
introduce two concepts, i.e. the 'skeleton covering'and the 'P-process. These concepts
contribute how to treat moduli that are products of powers of primes, and introduced
first (in a somewhat different form) by C. Krukenberg [3] (cf. Theorem 6.1 and 6.2).
However we hope that our method is more illustrative and it gives a rule to find the
pair satisfied for each integer n effectively.
In order to apply this tecnique to Question 1, we need to modify furthermore the
`P-process'(cf. §5).
In the end of this paper, we give some examples of covering sets. They are
(1)よskeletoncovering generated by <3, 4, 7, ll, 13, 17, 19, 23, 29, 37>, (2)a skeleton
covering and a covering whose smallest modulus nij =4, generated by 2 and 3, (3) m, =8,
generated by <2, 3, 5>, (4) m^H, generated by <2, 3, 5, 7>.
From those skeleton covering sets, we can obtain covering sets of the same genera-
tors (cf. §6).
Under some calculations, we obtain a skeleton covering with m1-24, generated by
<2, 3, 5, 7, ll, 13, 17, 19, 23>. Fordetails, werefer [6].
We denote by N the set of natural numbers and N-{N, 0}. ulv means u divides
v, and u ||v means that u |v and u /v. Among the solutions ofcongruenceequations,
we take the smallest non-negative integer.
2. We construct a covering set by following the process (A) to (D).
(A) We construct first a directed graph G by (1) - (4). (Such a graph G is
called an out-tree in graph theory (cf. [7], Chap. 16).)
(1) We put a prime number q at the source vertex, and draw q arcs from that
vertex.
(2) Put a prime number or 1 to that vertex, which lies at the head of each arc.
(3) In case we put 1, the graph terminates at that vertex. Incase weput aprime
number q′ we draw q'arcs from that vertex. We continue this process till all arcs
reach to ending vertices.
(4) G has only a finite number of vertices, and has no semi-cycles.
(B) For each arc of G, we attach a congruence relation in the following way. Let
A be a vertex which has a prime number q.
(1) If q does not appear in the path from the source to A, we determine a oneto
one correspondence between q arcs which come out from A and q congruences =i (mod
q) (0≦i≦q-1).
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(2) If q appears t-1 times in the path from the source to A, we define inductively
as follows. Assume that in the path, the (t-1)-th q appears at vertex B, and among
the arcs which come out from B, the arc which reaches to A corresponds to the con-
gruence-s (mod q. ). Then we determine a one to one correspondence between the q
arcs which come out from A and q congruences …s+iqt (mod ql) (o≦i≦q-1). (We
call this congruence in brief the i- th congruence mod q.)
Definition 4. For a vertex A of G, the product of all of the numbers put in the
path from the source to A (excluding the number put at A) is called the product dis-
tance of A, and denoted by IAI And the number which satisfy all of the congruences
that appear in the path is called the congruence number of A, and denoted by c(A).
(C) For each ending vertex B of G, we attach the ordered pair (c(B), lBl).
Theorem 1. Wecollect thepair (c(B), |B|)forall theending vertices ofG. Then
this set {(a^ ㌫o・1≦i≦kf is an exactly covering set. (k is the numberofending
vertices.)
Proof. Take n∈N, and let n run a path from the source to an ending vertex by
choosing, at each vertex, the arc which corresponds to the congruence satisfied by n.
Then n satisfies the congruence of the pair attached to the vertex. It is obvious that
n satisfies no other relations.
(D) We makeaset of pairs {(a-, m^) ; 1≦i≦k} from {(a^,m^) ; 1≦i≦k} replacing
each of m^'s by its divisor (i.e. m-|m- and m->l).
Theorem 2. Assume that the set {(a^ , m^)} given in(D) satisfies thecondition (E):
(E) mi=mj implies &:-a; (modm^)
Then if we collect all (a^,m^) with distinct ra^'s, it is a covering set.
′
Proof. Since叫m any integer satisfies at least one of the congruence of (a^, m^)
(1≦i≦k). By (E), we can remove the pairs with the same modulus except one.
Definition 5. We call G (with pairs attached to ending vertices) a diagram of the
covering set, if it satisfies (E).
3. Our method given in §2 is too naive to construct a complicated covering set.
Thus we introduce here two concepts,i.e. the `skeleton covering'and the `P-process*.
Let t|, t一一tg be integers>l, and t^ and t- are relatively prime for allキj・
We construct a diagram S by a process which is somewhat modified (A) -(D) of 隻 2.
(A′) (1) At each vertex of the graph S, we put either one of the t^′sorlorP.
(P is a symbol which suggests powers or patterns.)
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(2) The vertex where we put 1 or P is an ending vertex.
(3) Any t^ appears at most oncein each path of S.
(4) From that vertex of S where we put the number t-, there come out t- arcs.
We always put P at the head of exactly one arc of them.
Remark. We denote this P as P(t^), if we wish to stress the number t-.
(B′) Since t- appears at most once in each path of S only the case (1) of (B)
happens. In process (B), we determine a correspondence so that the relation =0 (mod tp
corresponds to the arc which has P at the head of it. Other correspondences are deter-
mined freely.
(C′) We attach the pair (c(B)言B|) for each ending vertex B of S only where we put
1. We collect all those pairs.
(D′) In process (D), we allow as m- onlyadivisorof芯・which is of the form
t/t冒2-蝣4ss
Definition 6. If the set {(a-, m-)} given in (D') satisfies (E), we call this diagram
S a skeleton diagram or simply an s-diagram generated by "Op t2, - *.>・And
the set {(a-, m-)} is called an s-covering.
Let S be an s-diagram generated by <tp t2,- t->. We use the following
notation :
n IIIWeidentifythenumbertllt22tss(fj∈N,1≦i≦s)with[fj,f2.,fs]-
(2) Ifa numbern∈Nsatisfies tjl n for l≦i≦s, wedefinet(n)-[bl, br一.... bs]
and call t(n) the t-factor of n and the number ntj * the tj-free factor of n.
(3) We denote by M the set of all m of the pair (a, m) attached to ending vertices
of S which has 1.
(4) We define the set M by
玩-{[b,epi b2e2 bses];bi∈N,[el'C2'eJ∈M)・
Now we determine the number a - a(m) for each m∈M by the following rule (F) :
(F) Sinceei-O or 1, we obtain a number [ep e2, es]-m∈M from m-[blel.
b2e2, , bges ] uniquely. Assume that the residue a of the pair (a, m) is determined
by the congruences a …a; (mod t冒*) (1≦i≦s). Then we determine盲by the relations
首… llll 1) (mod tibiei) (1≦i≦S)・
Theorem 3. Let S be an s-diagramgenerated by <t., t, , ts>. Assume
that we make thepair (百m) by (F), for all m∈M. Then for each n∈N, there exist
apair (a, m) such that n…a (mod石).
Proof. Take nsN, and assume t(n)-[ci, C2 , cJ. We let n run a path





















Here the congruence =i-1 corresponds to the i-th arc from the top. And the
ordered pair attached to each of an ending vertex is shown at the right side of the
vertex. (The product ofthenumbers t, u, …… wis denoted by t. u. … w.)
We denote this diagram in the following way :
3/(0)P, (1)(3), (2)4/(0)P, (1)(4), (2)(3.4), (3)5!(0)P, (1)(5),(2)(3.5),(3)(4.5),(4)(3.4.
5)!/
The rule is as follows:
(1) If we determine the modulus at each ending vertex, the residue of the pair is
determined automatically. So we write only the modulus of the pair attached to each
endig vertex.
(2) We say that a vertex A belongs to the j-th step, if there exist j vertices along
the way from the source to A. We order all the vertices by its step.




(4) The vertices which come from the same vertex are comparted by : , and ar-
ranged by the order of its corresponding congruences.
(5) For each vertex, we attach two numbers (or P). The first number put in
parentheses is the congruence which corresponds to the arc that reaches to that vertex.
The second number means; (a) If it is prut in parentheses, the vertex is an ending vertex
and that number is the modulus attached to that vertex, (b) If it is bare, the number
is the number put at that vertex. (c) P means P-process.
Remark. If we are not in danger of misunderstanding, we use an abridged form.
























t㌢i.)to the 0-th congruence modulo
Assume that we have an s-diagram S under the above modification generated by
<t,, t2, - ts>. Here we use the following notation:
(1) We denote by M theset of all moduli attached to S, and define Mo as
Mo= {m=[kj,k2,一.,kc]; m∈M,andhj-kjforsomei(1≦i≦s).}
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(2) For b - [gj, g2, , gs], we define v(b)-[ul, u2,














aj h i (mod t^1) whe陀0≦a;i,r≦tj-1. Here we define










































































































(a+1),...- (a+2 -1), in turn (i.e. we take moduli in lexicographic order).
Example 2. Ans-coveringgenerated by <3, 4, 7, ll, 13, 17, 19, 23, 29, 37>.
3!(3), 4!(4), (3.4), 7!(7)-3.4, ll, 11!(1D-3.4.7, 17, 13:(5)13, 13, 13, 19, 13, 13/(17)
-3.4.ll, (7.17卜3.4.ll: (13)-3.4, (7.ll.13)-3.4, (ll,13)-3, (4.ll.13), 17:(5)(7.13)-3.4,
(3.4.ll.13), 23, 19, 17:(9)37, 23, 19, 17:(9)29, 23, 19, 17:(19)-3.4.7.ll, 29, 23:(9)19,
23, 19, 17:(12)17/(5)(ll.13.17卜3.4, (13)(13.17)-3.4:(23)-3.4.7, (13.23卜3.4.7, (ll.13.
23)-3.4, 29, 17:(9)(13.19)-3.4.7, 29, 23:(5)(7.ll.13.17)-3, 19, 19, (7.13.17)-3.4: (37)-
3.4.7.ll.13, 29, 29, 17, 17: (17)(7.ll.13.23)-3.4, 29,17: (17)29, 23:(5)(4.7.ll.13.17),29,
19, 19:(29)-3.4.7.13, (ll.13.29)-3.4.7, (ll.29)-3.4:(17)(ll.23ト3.4,29,17:(17)23, 23:
(5)(3.4.7.ll.13.17), 29, 19, 19: (9)(ll.19.29卜3.4.7, (19.29卜3.4.7,(7.ll.29)-3.4: (9)(19.
23)-3.4.7, (ll.19.23)-3.4, 29, 17:(9) (ll.13.19)-3.4.7, 37, 23:(17)(7.ll.23)-3.4, 29,17:
(16)23, 23/(9)(13.23.29)-3.4.7, (23.29)-3.4.7, (ll.13.23.29)-3.4: (5)(13.23.17ト3.4, (23.
17)-3.4.7: (9)(13.19.29)-3.4.7, (25)(ll.13.19.29)-3.4: (17)(7.ll.19.23卜3.4, 29, 17: (13.
17.19)-3.4.7, (ll.13.17.19)- 3: (9)(17.19)-3.4,7, (ll.17.19)-3:(17)(37.29)-3.4.7, (ll.
37.29ト3.4, (17)(13.37.29)-3.4.7, (ll.13.37.29)-3.4: (5)(37.17卜3.4.7, (ll.37.17)-3.4:
(5)(13.37.17)-3.4.7, (ll.13.37.17)-3.4: (25)( 7. ll. 13.23.29)-3.4: (25)(7.ll.13.19.29卜
3.4:(17)(ll.13.19.23)-3.4, 29, 17‥(9)(13.17.29)-3.4.7, (17.29)-3.4.7, (ll.17.29)-3.4
: (17)(4.ll.17.19)-3: (17)(7.ll.17.19)-3:(9)(13.19.23)-3.4.7,く21)(7.U.13.19.23)-3:(211
・29, 17: (17)(4.7.ll.17.19卜3: (17)(4.ll.13.17.19卜3: (9)(19.23.29ト3.4.7: (5)(19.23.17卜
3.4: (9)(ll.19.37)-3.4.7, (25)(19,37)-3.4.7, (13.19. 37卜3.4:(21)29, 17:(25)(ll.23.29)
-3.4: (21)(4.7.ll.13.19.23)-3: (21)29, 17/(25)(13.19. 23.29)-3.4//
8. In this section, we give examples of s-coverings with the smallest modulus mj.
We try to construct those coverings with generators of small kinds of primes.
Example 3. An s-covering with m, -4, generated by <2, 3>.
2/2, 3/P, (21):(2.3), 3, 2/p, (3 ), (2.3 ):P, (2 3)!/
Example 4. A covering set obtained from Example 3.
2/2, 3/2, (26):(2.3), 3, 2/2, (2J):3, (3 ), (2.3'):2, (223)/2, (24):3, (3 ), (2.3 ):2,
(233)/2, (25):2, (34), (2.34):3, (243-!2, (26):(2233), (2234):(223 ), (2 32), (243 )/
3, (27)/(253), (263), (273)/!
Example 5. An s-covering with m,-8, generated by <C2, 3, 5>.
2/2, 3/2, 3:3, 5,2/P, (23):3, (2 3), 2:P, (3 )-2:5, 3, (2.5), (3.5)-2:5, 2/P, (32), (223 )
:P,(233):P,(52)-2.3:P, (3 5)-2:5, 2, (2.5), (225卜3:P, 3/P, (5 )-2, (225卜3:P,(2 3.
5):P, (2332), 5/5, (235), (2.5), (22325)-2!P, (52)-2, (3252)-2!/
In advance to the next example, we remark the following facts:
(1) In §5, we introduced P(t-) for t- which appeared h- times. But this process
can be introduced at an earlier stage. Doing so, we must care that (a) if we put P(t-)
at that vertex which comes out from B, no other vertex of S[B] can have t^, and (b) in
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